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The Masculine Mandate Gods Calling
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Oh, Brian, you know ... will anyone -- anyone at all -- ever fully trust the CDC again? And who on God's earth would trust a vaccine approved by the FDA? How do we get a ...
'Hannity' on CDC's new mask guidelines, border crisis
How do you cope in a male-dominated profession? (Smiles), First, I would say the grace of God speaks for me. Second, it is the manner with which I deliver on the job. Nevertheless, the call is ...
Before stardom with…Funmi Sax
We put a line at the point where politicians in LA brought back the mask mandate. They said they had to because there was a spike. You're looking at the spike. That's the spike they cited as a ...
Tucker: Politicians can't part with the enormous amount of power they amassed
With that he gives them a legal, moral, spiritual mandate to go and have sex ... no accoutrements such as jewellery or garish make-up, but a God-fearing and God-faring woman.
Sex in the Church
A popular strip club that once beckoned customers off a busy highway leading into Anchorage is now a church offering salvation — instead of temptation — thanks to a ...
Divine transformation: Ex-Alaska strip club becomes church
Jamie McCarthy/Getty Images; Kevin Mazur/Getty Images Madonna and DaBaby She added a caption, calling out his callous ... in 2 or 3 weeks anymore. Thank God." She went on to address DaBaby's ...
Madonna blasts DaBaby for 'hateful' homophobic comments
This aesthetic, perhaps unintentionally, has resonances with the evangelical notion of complementarianism, the concept that, though men and women have equal value in God’s eyes, the Bible ...
The Unmaking of Biblical Womanhood
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.
Today’s Premium Stories
Baker, who told the gathering that Hackworth supports efforts to strike down the state’s transgender school rights law as an unfunded mandate ... an attempt to take God out of school.
Anti-transgender rights law group comes to Wise
Lee Kiefer won the third gold medal for the United States at the Tokyo Olympics and the third fencing gold in the country’s history by beating defending champion Inna Deriglazova of Russia 15-13 in ...
‘Oh my God!’: Kiefer earns 3rd American fencing gold ever
Glenton Gilzean Jr., president/CEO, Central Florida Urban League Last week: CANADA TRAVEL LIMITS: I was thrilled to read this week that Canada will finally open its borders to fully vaccinated ...
Central Florida 100: Space tourism, opioids and get your vaccine
I prayed to God, please help me ... Hope House runs a 24 hour hotline to help you. Call (816) 461-HOPE. There are counselors available to help. KANSAS CITY, Kan. -- Sporting Kansas City lost ...
‘I just prayed’: Championship boxer turned advocate shares her survival story in effort to help others
Runyan says the fawn, which is male, had some some hair loss due to improper nourishment. Still, she says, the situation wasn’t as bad as it could have been. “By the grace of God he was not ...
Wildlife expert: Stop 'rescuing' baby deer
New guidance comes as US sees surge in cases among unvaccinated as Biden says ...
CDC says vaccinated Americans should wear masks indoors in areas with high Delta spread – live
The Oklahoma Republican Party posted a “call to action” for “patriots ... “We are protecting the inherent God-given rights of the individual from the business.” Roberts said government ...
Jewish Federation of Tulsa calls out state GOP for using Star of David in vaccine dispute
Rolling Stone has chosen Noah Shachtman, top editor of the news site The Daily Beast, as its next editor-in-chief, the magazine announced Thursday, calling ... on white male rock gods like John ...
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